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A thread on how Russia used cinema as a weapon of
#Russiancolonialism and method of suppressing Ukrainians

🇺🇦 heroes. Today we'll talk about how
Russia mocked Ukrainian Liberation Movement in the movie
"Wedding in Malinovka" ("Весілля в Малинівці")🧵
and dehumanizing

"Wedding in Malinovka" is one of the most popular Soviet movies and is even included into
the so-called Gold Collection of Soviet Films. So it's a pretty big thing. The story is about a
Ukrainian village during the Ukrainian Liberation Movement and Civil War in Russia. /2

Extremely short dive into history. 1917-1921 was a bloody period of the war for
Independence against
recognized
months. /3

🇺🇦

🇷🇺. During this short period we had two independent internationally

🇺🇦 states. The Ukrainian State led by Hetman Skoropadskyi lasted only for 8

Ukrainian People's Republic (1917-1921) was an independent country that existed between
1917 and 1921.

🇺🇦 Independence was even recognized by Bolshevik Russia in February 1918.

Later as usual in 1918 Russia chose to withdraw its recognition of independent Ukraine. /4

🇺🇦 political elites who were fighting with
each other instead of uniting against the real enemy (🇷🇺) Soviets used this, occupied the
Tragically due to constant internal conflicts among

country and overthrew the government. Ukraine became occupied for the next 80 years. /5

🇺🇦 Liberation Movement was
huge so obviously Russians started doing everything to obliterate anything related to the 🇺🇦
Ukraine really had a great chance for independence and the

national idea. As we see nothing changes. And cinema became one of their best weapons. /6
Let’s proceed to the movie itself. Long story short it's a love story in the setting of RussiaUkraine war and social uncertainty. Simple Ukrainian village, a young girl and her fiancé,
Soviets and elements of Ukrainian army. The village is constantly taken either by
/7

🇺🇦 or 🇷🇺.

Yarynka is preparing for wedding with her fiance, but the village gets taken by the antagonist
of the movie -

🇺🇦 Otaman Grytsko. Otaman likes Yarynka and wants to get married with her.

Yarynka is looking for help. Commander of Red Army detachment agrees to help. /8

As we see the evil guy here is a

🇺🇦 Otaman Grytsko and his detachment who are called a gang

in the movie. Grytsko is one of the commanders of the Ukrainian army fighting against
Soviets. First lesson we're taught is that if you're against Soviets you're evil. /9

On the other hand the good guy is Nazar Duma,

🇷🇺 Red squadron commander, who agrees

to help Yarynka, that's why they planned to do a fake wedding for Yarynka and Grytsko. And
when everyone gets drunk, Nazar Duma's detachment will attack and liberate the village. /10

Note that Nazar Duma's fighting as a part of Grigory Kotovsky's forces. Kotovsky isn't a
random choice. He's a war criminal and one of the most cruel and anti-Ukrainian Bolshevik
commanders who liked to torture and execute POWs himself. Example:

Розстріл полонених вояків УНР у Базарі: 100-річчя злочину більшо…
Котовці розстріляли 360 вояків УНР, а нацисти 721-го учасника меморіального
заходу, організованого ОУН у 1941 у Базарі
https://cutt.ly/rKwmXtA

/11

Therefore showing how Ukrainians are celebrating and greeting Kotovsky's forces is
absolutely intended and at the same time a disgusting and outrageous move. That is how
showing the victim is having fun and eating vanilla cakes with their rapist. /12
We won't dive into the plot of the movie. We'll review how the Soviets showed Ukrainians,

🇺🇦 Liberation Movement and its leaders. As Ukrainian heroes and independence were

always a stumbling block for #RussianColonialism they focused on destroying it. As usual.
/13

Everything is happening in an average Ukrainian village in South Ukraine and the first thing
that we notice is that everyone speaks Russian. When in fact the majority of Ukraine speak
Ukrainian. Yes even in the South. See the map of languages from 1897 (browner = more
/14

🇺🇦).

Sure, there are some pieces in Ukrainian but only to show it as an underdeveloped dialect of
great Russian language. Actors make it sound dumb and ridiculous so the viewer
understands that you need to speak pure Russian if you don't want to sound as a peasant. /15

🇺🇦
clothes (Vyshyvanka). It's important. This is how the viewer understands that we're in 🇺🇦
and people are 🇺🇦 = movie shows us how Ukrainians of that time lived and what they
Another aspect of identification is costumes. All villagers wear traditional embroidered

thought. /16

That's why from the very beginning we're shown that the villagers (read Ukrainians) are
rooting for Soviet Red Army and are happy that they "liberated" a neighboring town so the
war will be over soon and their men will return home. Hence Soviets will finally come to
power. /17

0:00

Obviously it's not true. It was a very difficult period and a very complex situation in

🇺🇦. I'll

be lying if I say that no one supported Soviets. Definitely a part of Ukrainians supported
Bolsheviks but it was not the majority. But the movie won't give us other opinions. /18

On the other hand we have Otaman Grytsko and his people that represent forces of

🇺🇦 anti-

Bolshevik movement. They're shown as a bunch of alcoholics who're just marauding and
terrorizing poor villages. So the film teaches us that
criminals. /19

🇺🇦 anti-Bolshevik forces are just

Here is the scene when we first meet

🇺🇦 Grytsko. They came to the village and people

recognized him. Villagers are not happy seeing them. And a woman says an interesting
phrase: "Did you become Petliura?" ("Did you join Petliura?"). This is one of the most
Russian cliché /20

0:00

Symon Petliura was a Supreme Commander of the

🇺🇦 Army and the President of the

Ukrainian People's Republic. Hence he was the #1 enemy for Soviets. Petliura was fighting
for free and independent Ukraine which is the most terrible crime from
#RussianColonialism perspective. /21

Russians created a slur "Petliurivets" (i.e. adherent of Petliura) to call all Ukrainian
nationalists and simply all people who wanted Ukraine to exist. It was used until Bandera's
star has risen. Now all Ukrainians are Banderivtsi (adherents of Bandera) for the same
reason. /22

🇺🇦Grytsko is asked whether he has a political program. He's laughing and
his adjutant says they stand for individual freedom. A woman in the crowd says that it means
they will be marauding. Next lesson 🇷🇺 teaches us: Political program of 🇺🇦State - marauding.
In another scene

/23

0:00

Right after that speech we’re shown how

🇺🇦 army is stealing food and cattle from villagers.

Movie is really pushing us to learn who are true thieves and criminals /24

0:00

Sure there were cases of marauding by

🇺🇦army however the Red Army began mass stealing

🇺🇦. "Steal the stolen" was an official slogan of Soviets. It meant that people must take back

in

property that was earned by exploitation. In reality it was marauding. cutt.ly/kKi3rHo /25

🇺🇦Army. In this scene the 🇺🇦adjutant says that their squad have 7 machine
🇷🇺 propaganda describes modern 🇺🇦Army. /26
Movie mocks

guns, only 3 works, 3 in a bad condition and that he sold the one for a pair pants. That's how

0:00

And it works, see comment from youtube under this video. /27

🇺🇦Commander doesn't have money so soldiers are leaving and running
how Ukrainians are described in 🇷🇺propaganda today. /28
Also we learn the

away - read Ukrainians can fight only for money and not for the idea and the country. This is

0:00

Again let's check comments under the video. /29

So the Red Army enters the village. Everyone's happy. Ukrainian girls (read
clothes are dancing together with Soviet soldiers (read

🇺🇦) in national

🇷🇺). How beautiful is that? Ukraine is

together with Russia. Strong Russia will always protect weak Ukraine and will never hurt.
/30

0:00

Red Army easily takes the village because the

🇺🇦forces were all drunk and wasted. And the

movie ends with the phrase "The government is not changing anymore" basically says that
Ukraine is occupied and Soviets are here forever. It sounds familiar, doesn’t it? /31

0:00

This movie even now is very popular. I watched it a few times when I was a kid with parents
and I liked it. When I was a kid I didn't know the history behind it so the movie wrote it for
me where Red Army are brave heroes and liberators. It's how #RussianColonialism works.

🧵

End
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